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THE SHOW IS HOME

A Great Performance
Deserves a Great Stage
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Inspiring from the 
      very beginning     

At Franke, we have been looking for new solutions and innovations  
for over 100 years and our attitude has still not changed. In 1911 we combined 
traditional craftsmanship, precision engineering and a constant pursuit 
of innovation, three principles that remain at our core.

A story forged 
             in Swiss precision

Our story began at the beginning of the last 
century as a small sheet-metal business 
in Rorschach, Switzerland, established by 
Hermann Franke.  

Since then, we opened up to the world 
and inaugurated manufacturing facilities 
all around the globe that led us to become 
leaders in the kitchen sinks segment, and 
home solutions altogether.
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ations
Inspir

There is no place like home, which is just as unique as we are. Each one with 
different tastes, preferences and needs. To help you get inspired and create the 
kitchen environment of your dreams, and to enjoy it every day, we developed 
three different families of products. 

Your kitchen, your way, but however you bring joy home, you can count on us.

Mythos
A passion for the best
Our premium range. Technology meets design, while even the 
smallest details are carefully sought-after. This family sets its goal to 
the highest levels, combining the very essence of functionality with 
that of beauty.

Family in the kitchen

Maris A family inspired by families. Cosy and functional, for savouring the 
heartwarming experience of a family get-together. Maris’ philosophy 
is simple: welcome anyone, anytime with the pride and joy of a 
homemade dinner. 

Smart
Straight to what matters
Essential in its perfection, to jump to what matters the most: bringing 
joy to your kitchen. A family created to fulfill any need and preference.
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Pantone observed a heightened appreciation and 
awareness of nature represented by countless lifestyle 
trends. We’re incorporating more living things into our 
homes, such as plants, 
florals, living walls, and 
restorative outdoor spaces. 
We’re finding newfound 
enjoyment in travel, sports, 
and outdoor recreation after 
pausing these activities 
during the pandemic. We’re 
more careful to protect our 
bodies as a result of the public health crises — we 
look to apply and ingest trusted, life-giving 
ingredients. All of these lifestyle trends speak to the 
heartiness of natural forces.

Colour of  
the Year 
2023

“
“

BOLD AND
               COURAGEOUS

PANTONE
18-1750
Viva Magenta

Pantone 18-1750 or Viva Magenta is empowering, 
intense and evokes feelings of passion. Magenta is a 
free	spirit,	and	this	non-conforming	magenta	is	the	
essence of originality.

 

Viva Magenta is surprisingly versatile. It’s oozes passionate 
rebellion	and	embraces	optimism.	It	goes	well	with	numerous	
colours	in	the	spectrum	whether	you	prefer	toned	down,	earthy	
shades	of	Wild	Wonder,	the	Dulux	colour	of	the	year	2023	or	 	
go	all-out	with	a	combination	of	bold	and	bright	hues.

 

Dulux’s	Wild	Wonder	colour	of	the	year	is	a	
gentle,	warm	gold	with	hints	of	green.	Inspired	
by	the	natural	world,	it	has	a	positive,	glowing	
tone.	A	perfect	backdrop	when	planning	a	new	
kitchen	scheme.	Match	with	our	Matt	Black	
ranges of sinks and taps or dare you add some 
of	the	metallic	components	in	the	form	of	our	
Mythos	Masterpiece	collection?

 



”We believe that sustainability

Putting people at the heart
of our sustainability

“We believe that sustainability means fairness
to future generations” – this quote from Michael
Pieper, owner of the Franke Group encapsulates
our company ideals. We reconcile economics
and ecology and make a proactive contribution
towards sustainable development – with
long-lasting products, recyclable materials and 
smart technologies. We use the global sustainable
development goals and the United Nations
Global Compact (UNGC) as a guide and framework
on the path to a climate-neutral future.

This exceptional quality enables customers to
use our products for more than two decades –
conserving resources in the process.

As the market leader, creating reliable and
innovative solutions with real added value is
both a challenge and a source of motivation.

We also feel an immense responsibility towards
our employees, of which there are approximately 
8700 around the world. Words like appreciation and 
trust aren’t just empty phrases to us, they’re deeply 
embedded in our company’s DNA.

We help people to stay healthy and to make 
their professional aspirations a reality.
Franke is synonymous with diversity, equal 
opportunities, cohesion and a company culture 
where people want to give their best and contribute 
their own ideas.

The foundation of our new sustainability
strategy rests on the three pillars of the
environment, employees and the company.
When it comes to environment, we focus on the
production and lifecycles of our products. 

means fairness to future generations“

Shaping our future
Preserving the environment, shaping the future. 
As a company conscious of our responsibilities, we think and act today in the interests 
of the world of tomorrow. We work hand in hand with our partners, customers and suppliers 
to create a future where people can not only live but also thrive.

Good for everyone!
Good for our partners and customers. 
Good for the planet. Good work. 
We believe that sustainability means planning ahead. 
We see environmental action as an opportunity and 
this attitude is also reflected in Franke’s products.

Less plastic and less waste
Plastic bottles have a particularly stark effect
on the environment – around the world, over 1500
bottles end up in the sea every second, with our Vital filter tap,
the capsule filter combines activated carbon and a high-tech
membrane to reliably remove bacteria, viruses, microplastic,
rust, medication residues and hormones. Customers are
therefore guaranteed clean drinking water which is
equally good for their health and the environment.

Saving water has never been so easy
Another star in Franke’s range of products is the Atlas Neo Sensor. 
This innovative technology allows you to switch the water flow off 
and back on again even when your hands are covered with soap
 – in a completely touch-free system. This saves around three litres 
of water every time you wash your hands and keeps the tap spotless. 
The sensor will switch off automatically after 30 seconds. 

Clean air for maximum
energy efficiency
Our hob extractors offer maximum energy efficiency. 
For example, the extremely powerful Mythos 2gether 
is classed in the best possible energy efficiency 
rating A+++ thanks to its innovative and brushless motor.
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with Mythos
Mix Metallics

Match components in the same shade for…

Exclusive to the Mythos Masterpiece bowls

Bring an elegant, artful look to your kitchen and home with the on-trend metallic 
colours of our latest Mythos Masterpiece family.  Discover F-Inox, an exclusive 
Franke coating that groups water molecules and allows you to dry your bowl 
without ring stains. Water repellent and scratch-resistant, this futuristic coating 
also fears no boiling water.  A real and long-lasting beauty formula that you can 
appreciate from all our Mythos Masterpiece bowls.

EOS Neo with  
pull down spray.    

See page 35

Atlas Soap  
Dispenser.                

See page 35

Easy to 
clean

Long
durability

Heat
resistant

Showing off your creative side doesn’t have to stop at the bowl as the Mythos  
Masterpiece collection also includes our Atlas Neo and Eos Neo taps plus the Atlas soap 
dispenser in the same trio of metallic finishes. Match components in the same shade for a 
perfectly aligned look. Or mix things up to create a combination that’s uniquely yours. You 
can also take your pick from our range of matching components, with waste kits, push 
knobs, overflows, air switches and food waste disposer flanges available in the same 
metallic shades - available at Central Services on 01782 599258 or www.franke.com.

Giving the BXM bowl a thoroughly modern makeover, the Mythos Masterpiece collection adds three 
contemporary colour choices; beautifully blending exceptional aesthetics with uncompromising quality and 
allowing consumers the freedom to create a look like no other. On top of the durable Stainless Steel body‘s in 
on-trend metallic colours, we have a layer of our innovative F-Inox Technology. This unique coating not only 
helps to prevent fingerprints and marks, but also makes the bowl easier to clean. For further protection, every 
bowl is also supplied with a coordinating wire grid. Perfectly matching your chosen finish to stop pots and 
pans scratching the bottom of the bowl, preserving its looks longterm.

MYTHOS

To see the full effect of F-INOX technology please see YouTube - youtube.com/ukfranke

Your latest work of art.

Masterpiece

Strainer BowlRollamatWaste KitOverflowPush Knob
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Included Accessories

Bottom Grid Chopping Board  BXM Bowl 210/110-40
£1126

BXM Bowl 210/110-50
£1225

BXM Bowl 210/110-68
£1435

Gold

Copper

Anthracite

Create a look
like no other

Anthracite Premium
BXM Bowl 210/110-68
£1925

This bundle includes the BXM 210/110-68 Anthracite bowl, the compatible 
Chopping Board, and the dedicated Modular Bottom Grid. This latter 
accessory comes in handy for its extreme flexibility: use it as further 
protection or turn it into the best space-saving crockery drying surface, 
thanks to the 6 included cards.

MYTHOS

MYTHOS MYTHOS MYTHOS MYTHOS

To see the full effect of F-INOX technology please see YouTube - youtube.com/ukfranke

Available in Anthracite onlyAll sizes available in all colours

Undermount BowlsUndermount Bowls



Bowls
Mythos

Precision is more than a detail

Mythos bowls integrate themselves perfectly in all environments to 
satisfy different spaces and style needs. This bowl knows how to unite 
refined elegance and high functionality so much so it won the IF Design 
Award 2020.

The variation in its radius enhances its minimalistic characteristics; 
the extremely fine rim naturally highlights its surfaces; the detailed 
precision in details is easy on the eye, yet satisfies the desire for 
practicality and efficiency.

Extremely fine rim Waste coversDifferent Radii
The exclusive 6mm border creates 
a seamless surface. 

The flush brushed steel cover 
integrates itself within the 
Mythos sink, elegantly hiding 
waste to ensure maximum 
formal cleanliness.

The upper radius is 25mm, while 
the bottom of the bowl radius is 
10mm: unique features that give 
its form both beauty and optimal 
functionality for cleaning the sink.

Superior quality certified by      
          Franke’s centennial tradition

MYX 110 16
£380

MYX 110 34
£405

MYX 110 45
£475

MYX 110 55
£569

1716
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For the full range of undermount and flushmount models please visit franke.com 
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The new size of silence.

Quiet Bowl
Maris Our newest and extra-large stainless-steel Maris Quiet bowl has been designed for you to 

experience silence and quietness while still going big with your cooking skills and imagination.

Continuous flow of water
thanks to the waste collection.

Everything
flows

It dreams big
Big bowl version measures
82cm.

Hygienic
and safe
Big 7” Waste Kit with 
basket strainer waste.

Equipped with our invisible 
Quiet Pad anti-noise system to 
reduce noise up to 20 dB.

Silent and
beautiful

Transparent waste lid 162mm waste outlet diameter

Large waste disposal basket with 
handles makes it easier to dispose 
of waste and trapped foods. Maris Quiet MQX 110 82

£660

19

This wide single bowl is in fact equipped with our exclusive Quiet Pad System, a double 
coating pad that reduces noise by 20%. And for you to savour cooking in maximum tranquility, 
hygiene and safety, the new Maris Quiet comes with an easy-cleaning basket strainer which 
collects waste.

Maris Quiet MQX 110 50
£550

18
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Think inside the box, think Box Center

Box Center Undermount

BWX 220 110-27 compartment bowl  
with Pescara Pull Down Spray and Vital Single Dispense tap

Center
Box

The	brilliant	Box Center is ideal for all sizes of 
kitchen,	it	features	a	separate	compartment	
bowl.	Compatible	with	this	and	a	number	of	
our	other	Box	sinks,	this	acts	as	neat	storage	
for an array of accessories. 

Stainless Steel 
Strainer Bowl

Food Preparation 
Platter

Frame Cover Knife HolderWire Rack Knife setChopping 
Board

Available	in	inset	and	undermount	models,	the	Box Center packs a lot into its space saving design. For an 
uncluttered,	minimal	look,	all	included	accessories	are	stored	away	in	the	second	bowl.

BWX 220 110-27 
£847

BWX 120 41-27 
£1599

BWX 220 54-27 
£1745

BWX 220 41-27 
£1841

MYTHOS MYTHOS MYTHOS MYTHOS

Inset/Undermount BowlsInset/Undermount Bowls

See the Box Center on YouTube - youtube.com/ukfranke



hard to beat
Fragranite is

Durable yet exceptionally beautiful

A perfectly finished bowl

The Maris Fragranite Undermount Bowl is so spectacularly big 
that can easily fit baking trays, pots and pans to be washed with 
maximum ease. 

Fragranite	is	one	of	the	toughest	materials	available.	A	mixture	of	
80%	quartz	sand	and	20%	hard	acrylic	resin,	it’s	resistant	to	stains,	
scratches,	impacts	and	thermal	shocks.	The	Sanitized® antimicrobial 
coating	reduces	bacterial	and	microbial	growth	by	99%.		

Maris MRG 110-52 in Matt Black 
with the Active L Spout Dual Spray 
Pull Out Tap in Matt Black

Elegant Urban sinks
The impressive Urban Fragranite sink, which can be inset or 
flushmounted, is available in an equally impressive choice of 
colours. Ice cool Polar White or sophisticated Oyster? Oynx, 
Stone Grey or delicious Coffee? Or maybe Matt Black is 
more to your taste? 

UBG 611-86
from £471

UBG 611-100
from £494

UBG 651
from £532

For an altogether more co-ordinated look, the Urban Fragranite in Matt Black automatically comes supplied 
with a matching Matt Black Colourline Waste Kit. Matt Black waste kits are available for the Maris 
Undermount range to purchase from Central Services.

Stone Grey Matt BlackPolar White Coffee Oyster

Fragranite Maris and Urban finish options:

Urban 651 in Matt Black 
with 3-in-1 Vital Filter 
Semi-Pro Tap

Maris MRG 160 34-15 
in Oyster with Atlas 
Neo Swivel Matt 
Black Tap

2322
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MRG 110-72
£621

MRG 160 34-15
£612

MRG 110-37
£464

MARIS MRG 110-52
£525

MARIS MARISMARIS

MARIS MARIS MARIS

For the full range of Fragranite sinks, please visit franke.com 

Inset/Undermount Bowls
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A sturdy, reliable classical choice

BWX 220 110-27 compartment bowl  
with Pescara Pull Down Spray and Vital Single Dispense tap

24 25

Ceramic
Smooth

A durable choice that’s stood the test of time, ceramic sinks stand up to 
staining, impact and heat. With a surface that’s resistant to most household 
chemicals, smooth ceramic sinks sit perfectly with wood or granite worktops.

For a touch of classic style, try the timeless Arcana or one of our 
classic Belfast sinks. Or for something more modern take a look at 
the Kubus KBK undermount, in a choice of Gloss White, Matt Pearl 
Grey or Graphite finishes.

Arcana AHK 611 Ceramic sink  
with Eiger Chrome tap

Belfast VBK 710 sink  
with Vital Semi-Pro tap 

 in Chrome/Gunmetal

Kubus KBK 110 50 
in Gloss White 
with Zelus 
Chrome tap

Gloss WhiteGraphite

KBK 110 50
from £634

KBK 160
from £940

KBK 110 40
from £702

MARIS

MARIS

MARIS

AHK 611 
£562

MARIS

AHK 651 
£619

MARIS

For the full range of Ceramic sinks, please visit franke.com 

Inset/Undermount BowlsInset/Undermount Bowls



Adding a waste disposal unit (WDU) to your kitchen is a great way to 
tackle food waste that would otherwise end up in the rubbish bin. 

Recycling sorted
Helping	to	make	recycling	even	easier,	our	kitchen	
waste	sorter	bins	are	a	neat	addition	to	help	you	
separate	out	cans,	plastic,	glass,	paper	and	other	
precious	resources	so	they	can	be	used	again.	

Easy	to	install,	the	attached	lids	help	to	prevent	
odours	and	some	models	include	filters	to	further	
tackle unpleasant smells.

Easy kitchen cleaning

Preparing food and cleaning up  
after	meals	is	a	lot	easier	with	a	 
food waste disposer. Food scraps  
go	straight	in	the	sink,	instead	of	 
the	rubbish	bin.

Easy to operate

Just	turn	on	the	cold	tap,	switch	on	
the	WDU,	then	drop	the	food	scraps	
down	the	drain.	It’s	that	easy.	The	
WDU	liquifies	and	flushes	the	food	
waste	into	the	sewage	or	septic	
system.	It’s	safe	too,	with	no	blades	
or knives waste disposal units are 
among	the	safest	appliances	
available.

Keep the kitchen hygienic

A	kitchen	should	be	an	inviting	
place.	But	wet	messy	food	waste	
left	in	the	rubbish	bin	can	attract	 	
pests and create unpleasant 
odours.	By	using	a	WDU,	you	can	
keep	your	kitchen	hygienically	
clean.

Why choose a WDU?

less landfill
Supporting

Creating a more sustainable future

A neater way to  
deal with food waste
Conveniently tucked away under your 
sink,	WDUs	are	a	neat	idea,	in	more	ways	
than	one.	If	you’re	worried	about	how	
much	cupboard	space	one	will	take	up,	
it’s	worth	knowing	that	our	Turbo Elite 
Slimline	model	is	only	about	the	size	of	a	
large	bottle	of	bleach.	With five different  

sized WDUs available,  
there’s one for every size 
of household.
Prices start from £329

Turbo Elite TE-75S
£398

Sorter 300-45 Duo
From £359

2726
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See the Waste Disposal Units on YouTube - youtube.com/ukfranke



Water Taps
Instant Boiling

Cook vegetables, create pasta dishes, sterilise babies bottles and 
make tea or coffee quicker than ever before with 100°C boiling water 
available instantly.

Please check your domestic water pressure in relation to the tap 
operating pressure before purchase.

Each filter lasts around 6 - 9 months and replacing the filter is as 
easy as changing a lightbulb.

The tap that does it all! The Minerva 4-in-1 Electronic delivers 
100oc boiling, warm, cold or filtered water in an instant.

Easy to install and operate thanks to the intuitive touch control, 
the Minerva has obvious appeal. 

Available in an array of finishes, the Minerva is an ideal choice for 
tapping into the metallics trend.

With Original, Helix or Mondial spouts available, simply select the 
style and finish to suit your taste.

Minerva 4-in-1 Electronic –  
all you could want from a tap

Copper
Industrial 
Black

Champagne 
GoldAnthracite

Stainless 
SteelChrome

The Minerva 4-in-1 Electronic  
features our M-Box which is 
compact and will save space 
under the sink

Minerva 4-in-1
Mondial Electronic
From £1820

Minerva 4-in-1
Helix Electronic
From £1820

Minerva 4-in-1
Original Electronic
Chrome £1702

Omni is a complete system, 
including tap, under sink 
boiler and filter. The filter 
provides high quality 
drinking water and also 
protects the boiler from 
limescale build-up. Virtually 
no tools and minimal 
plumbing skills are required 
for installation.

Omni 4-in-1
Original Mechanical
Stainless Steel £1527

Omni 4-in-1
Contemporary
Mechanical
Stainless Steel £1527

The Minerva 3-in-1 tap provides hot, cold and 100°C 
boiling water. Safety is assured with a two-step 
safety handle, while the fully insulated spout and 
handle ensure that they both stay cool to the touch. 
The Minerva system features a space-saving water 
tank that fits discreetly into your kitchen.

Omni 4-in-1 Range

Minerva 3-in-1
Original
Mechanical
Chrome £1174

Minerva 3-in-1
Helix
Mechanical
Solid Stainless  
Steel £1291

Minerva 3-in-1
Mondial
Mechanical
Solid Stainless  
Steel £1291

Minerva 3-in-1 Range

2928
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See Instant Boiling Water Taps on YouTube - youtube.com/ukfranke



The first line of defence, the 
pre-filter captures larger 
particles, eliminating coarse 
contamination such as rust.

The high-tech membrane is 
so ultra-fine that it retains 
microplastics and removes 
harmful germs.

A naturally effective filter 
that’s been proven over 
decades, activated carbon 
can remove impurities such 
as chlorine, pesticides and 
hormones; it also removes 
unpleasant tastes and 
odours.

Having passed through the 
different layers, you  can be 
sure that the water flowing 
into your glass is completely 
free of contaminants. 

Membrane*

Activated 
carbon fibre

Water flow

Pre-filter

Small filter, bigger benefit.

Filter
Taps

Just what makes the Vital system  such a big deal?  
It’s the small but mighty capsule filter. 

This unique design is not only the smallest in the 
world, but also the first to combine activated carbon 
with a high-tech membrane capable of filtering and 
purifying water. Adapting to your usage needs and 
lifestyle, it’s available in two variants - High Flow and 
High Performance.

Enjoy pure, great tasting water directly from the tap 

Removes contaminants while retaining vital minerals

LED light indicates when the filter needs to be replaced

Filter is quick and simple to replace

Compact design doesn’t take up valuable cupboard space

For more information on the Vital 
Capsule System scan here.

Our Vital system’s filter is not only the smallest in the world, but it’s also the first to 
effectively combine activated carbon with Franke’s patented membrane.

Tailored to suit the water quality wherever you live, the  
Vital Filter system is available with two different filter types 
– the High Performance filter or the High Flow version.

Two filters for all conditions

Vital 3-in-1 Filter
Tap Semi-Pro
From £1027

Vital 3-in-1 Filter
J_Spout Swivel
From £685

Vital Single
Dispense
From £479

3130
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Tasso

Tasso Chrome
£521

Tasso Matt Black
£580

MYTHOS MYTHOS MYTHOS

MARIS

MARIS

Filter Taps

See Filtered Water Taps on YouTube - youtube.com/ukfranke



Sensor
Atlas Neo

No hassle, no germs, no hands!  

Position your hand close to the tap sensor, 
without the need of pushing any button 

or pulling any lever and enjoy 30 seconds 
of a perfect water flow.  

Put a pan under the tap, activate it and 
forget about it, the water flow will stop in 
half a minute, saving water and energy.  

Set the ideal temperature for when you activate the tap and if 
you want hotter or colder water just adjust it with the lever.  

The kitchen is one of the most used environments of the 
entire home and you can never be too cautious when it 
comes to hygiene: never put unwashed or dirty hands on 
your tap again.  

Why settle on your style? Match your kitchen’s 
mood with the ultra-modern industrial black 
or the classic chrome.  

Quick and easy to install, our Atlas Neo 
Sensor’s compact, battery-powered 
control box takes up very little space under 
the sink.  

Nothing more
than a gesture  

Preserve the 
environment 
and your wallet  

Just as you like

Safe and sound

Uncompromised style  

Notice the difference,
not the volume  

For more information 
 scan here.

It can be easy to get your hands dirty while preparing food, but 
thanks to our Atlas Neo Sensor you won’t need to put them on 
your tap anymore, allowing for better hygiene for you and your 
family and fewer stains on your equipment. Furthermore, this 
contemporary and high-tech tap saves water and energy too, 
automatically stopping the water flow after 30 seconds. And if 
you’re wondering if our incredible Atlas Neo Sensor matches your 
kitchen’s style, rest assured knowing it’s available in the most 
classic chrome and in the ultra-modern industrial black.   

Atlas Neo Sensor Pull-Out
Nozzle
From £725

Atlas Neo Sensor
From £653

3332
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See Atlas Neo Sensor on YouTube - youtube.com/ukfranke



Tessuto
Tessuto combines superb functionality 
and chic industrial styling thanks to the 
knurled metal detail on the body, 
suitable for high pressure systems.

Tessuto
Pull-Down
Nozzle
Available in all
finishes from £451

Decor Steel

Matt Black

Brass

Mythos
This new tap range combines timeless, solid design 
and high-end finish with excellent performance and 
durability. The Mythos Pull-Out Nozzle makes washing 
up or rinsing vegetables that bit easier.

Mythos Pull-Out
Nozzle
Available in both
finishes from £694

Mythos
Available in both
finishes from £534

Stainless 
Steel

Industrial 
Black

3534
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Tessuto
L-Spout
Available in all
finishes from £325

MARIS

MYTHOS

MYTHOS

MARIS
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Atlas Neo and

Show off your creative side with the Atlas Neo and 
Eos Neo taps plus the Atlas Neo soap dispenser as 
part of our Mythos Masterpiece range. 

3736
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Eos Neo

Solid Stainless
Steel
£162

Industrial Black
£178

Copper
£178

Fits neatly alongside sinks in the worktop and is a fast and easy hand pump for all liquid soaps. 
Compatible with Atlas Neo, Eos Neo and Minerva 4-in-1 taps
.

Gold
£178

Anthracite
£178

Why not mix and match with
our Mythos Masterpiece 

sinks? See page 10

Copper

Industrial 
Black

Gold

Anthracite

Solid 
Stainless 
Steel

Atlas Neo Pull-Out Nozzle
From £403

Atlas Neo Swivel
From £376

Eos Neo Pull-Down  
Spray
From £403

Eos Neo Swivel  
From £376

Match your chosen tap with one 
of our popular BXM Bowls, all are 
manufactured from hardwearing, 
hygienic Stainless Steel. 

MARIS MARIS

MARIS

MARIS

MARIS Atlas Neo Soap Dispensers



KriosTango Neo
39
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Tango Neo Pull Out Nozzle
Stainless Steel £568

Top lever, ceramic valves, stylish sleek look with a 
brushed finish.

Tango Neo
Stainless Steel £437

An iconic design of beautiful curves mixed with the 
sheer edges has led to yet another beautiful tap range.

Krios Spring
Chrome only  £552

Krios L-Spout
All colours from £372

Krios J-Spout
All colours from£346

Chrome

Gunmetal

Smoked Chrome

Brass

Matt Black

MARIS MARIS MARIS

MYTHOS

MYTHOS



Icon

Icon Semi-Pro
Matt  Black  £958

Active Semi-Pro
Tap

ECO Cartridge A uses up to 50% less water
The ultimate goal of our taps is to offer the best of both worlds: 
design and sustainability.  Beautiful design options available 
in a range of contemporary finishes; crystal clear, anti-splash 
water stream thanks to a Laminar Aerator; spray jet function 
for precise cleaning and an Eco cartridge, able to limit the flow 
and temperature of the water for preserving the environment. 

sustainable
Stylishly

Active Semi-Pro
From  £526

See the complete Active Tap Range online.

A legend in the making

4140
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The  Active Twist not only fills the sink but empties 
it as well. An innovative special feature links the tap 
and sink with a twist dial. When turned,
it operates the waste outlet, so the
water drains away, easily, safely
and hygienically. 

Delivering a more powerful stream, 
the spray jet function makes it 
easier to rinse fruit and vegetables 
and reach every part of the sink,  
making it easier to clean.

Spray Jet Function
The laminar aerator fitted in the spout 
ensures the Active Twist delivers a 
crystal clear, non splashing water 
stream, with very little noise.

Laminar Aerator
The Active Twist’s fluid, curved 
design and rounded edges 
make it easier to clean.

Easy Clean Design

Active

OPEN

CLOSE

Twist

MYTHOS

MYTHOS

Icon Pull-Out Double Jet Shower
Available in both finishes from £604

Icon Swivel Spout
Available in both 
finishes from £544

MYTHOS

MYTHOS

MYTHOS

Chrome

Matt Black



Bridge Lever
Brass £375
Also available in Chrome

Eiger
Brass £385
Also available in Chrome,
Decor Steel and Matt Black

Cotswold
Brass £543
Also available in Chrome

Great meals, no interruptions,  
          it all comes together with All-In

The flexible food preparation system.
All-In is the flexible food preparation system designed to bring more flow to your kitchen and life.

Designed to save both time and space, All-In lets you customise your work area to suit your needs 
perfectly – giving you full control and allowing you to shift seamlessly between different tasks.

For all five pack combinations please visit www.franke.com

Telescopic bridge Large strainer bowl
Bamboo chopping 
board Small strainer bowl

Small collector bowl Foldable silicone padBamboo bowl lid Storage box

Brilliant
Brass

Create an industrial look or a muted vintage kitchen theme by adding a 
stunning brass tap to your kitchen.  Introducing the Bridge Lever, Eiger 
and Cotswold taps now in an elegant brass finish.

Orlando

Extend the look across 

the rest of your kitchen 

with complementary 

accessories, cupboard 

handles, lighting and 

other fittings.

MARIS

MARIS

MARIS

MARIS

Chrome
£386

Gunmetal
£437

Smoked Chrome
£437

Brass
£437

4342
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Hob
Extractor

Twice the advantage.

Capable, durable and beautiful. 
The Maris 2gether can extract up to 700 m3/hr of air from around your pots 
and pans located in the hob’s four cooking zones. It simply turns the steam 

upside down and makes it disappear underneath the hob. Its 4 induction 
zones, 2 of which are flexible for large pans, direct touch control with one 

slider, 9 levels of heat, booster function and timers for all zones, make 
cooking extremely easy and satisfying. And the environment will be happy 

too, as our Maris 2gether is A++ energy rated. 

Maris 2gether 

The best of both worlds with a range of powerful 
extractors beautifully merged into advanced 
induction hobs. This clever 2-in-1 solution guarantees 
maximum functionality and total design freedom.

Plus, it’s best-in-class for cleaning: the surface is 
easy to wipe and the grease filter can be cleaned in 
the dishwasher. The integral water collector catches 
up to 200cc of spilled liquid,, while the iron grid of 
the hood is heat- and scratch-resistant. Also, the 
flush-mounted cover grid makes it easy to move 
pots from one cooking zone to another without the 
need of lifting heavy, hot pots and pan. 

Absolute elegance and top-notch functionality.  
The black glass surface, united with the design of the grid makes the Mythos 
2gether the perfect solution for beautiful, minimalist and high-end kitchens.  
But this Hob Extractor is far from being solely beautiful: it’s A+++ energy 
classified, yet the suction power is astounding, with a speed of 680 m3/h and 
a booster function. It features 4 induction zones of which 2 flexible zones for 
large pans, 9 levels of heat plus the booster function and timers for all zones. 
But all this efficiency comes at a mere 72dB at its most intensive setting. 
Easy to use, to clean and to love. This is our Mythos 2gether. 

Mythos 2gether Glass
and Mythos 2gether 

Smaller, functional and smart. 
The modern and pleasant design, at only 70cm, makes the Smart 2gether able to 
fit into a standard 60cm cabinet cut-out and leaves more space in the work area 
for your recipes. But its smaller size doesn’t make it any less functional: it features 
4 induction zones and 1 flexible zone for large pans, it’s easy to control thanks to 
the direct touch control with one slider and great for any preparation thanks to 
its 9 heat levels and booster function. The Smart 2gether smartness also shows 
in its energy efficiency, as it is A++ energy rated and it’s quietness, thanks to a 
reduced noise level.  

Smart 2gether 

4544
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Mythos 2gether
£2719

Mythos 2gether Glass
£2950

Maris 2gether
£2258

Smart 2gether
£1650

MYTHOS

MYTHOS

MARIS

SMART

See Hob Extractors on YouTube - youtube.com/ukfranke

Hob ExtractionHob Extraction



Air Hub
Mythos

An extractor hood and air purifier system all in one. When you think of clean air in your kitchen 
you usually think of cooking odours, which our Air Hub range removes quickly and effectively, 
but you rarely think of other polluting elements. Thanks to two separated air streams and two 
dedicated UV-C lights, the Air Hub hoods remove 99.99% of viruses and bacteria from your 
kitchen, leaving the air nice to smell and safe to breath.  

With our Air Hubs, clean air is served.  

Thanks to their energy efficiency, our hoods 
have an eye for the environment, but they do 
not give up on efficiency, thanks their powerful 
blowers.

Energy efficient
and powerful

No ozone
production

*Laboratory tests carried out on E.coli and Staphylococcus aureus by the University of Siena. 

Start the purifying of the air. You can 
switch off manually,or it will automatically 
switch off after 24 hours

Maximum speed of purifying in the 
shortest possible time. Switches off 
automatically.

Long cycle for complete purification with 
the minimum level of noise. Automatically 
switches on each night.

MANUAL

INTENSIVE

NIGHT

Mythos Air Hub 
Ceiling
£1950

As confirmed by the University of Siena’s 
laboratories*, our Air Hub removes up to 99.99% 

of viruses and bacteria thanks to UV-C lighting, 
with no ozone production and in total safety. 

Air purification function

4746
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Mythos Vertical 
Air Hub
£1200

Mythos T Shape 
Air Hub
£1075

MYTHOS MYTHOS MYTHOS

See Mythos Air Hub on YouTube - youtube.com/ukfranke

Cooker HoodsCooker Hoods



Range
AQ Sense

The hood every home deserves.

the air you breathe

Air quality sensor A hood with a view*

Voice control** compatible

Dimmerable light* Camera*

Built-in browser*

Your photos*

Multiple timer*

Keep clean

The entire range of our AQ SENSE hoods feature an air quality sensor to constantly 
monitor VOCs (volatile organic compounds), air temperature and humidity and are 
designed to activate automatically when unsafe levels are detected. Furthermore, 
through the Franke Cloud app, you can receive real-time and constant information 
on the quality of the air in your kitchen. The same app also allows you to control the 
hood’s functions via any mobile phone or tablet: turn on and off, adjust the suction 
speed or adapt the light settings to create a perfect environment.

Constantly monitors VOCs (volatile organic 
compounds), air temperature and humidity

Enjoy a 21.5” display and browse
the web.

Control your hood with just your voice! 
Perfect for when your hands are busy 
preparing and cooking your favorite dishes.

Adjust the intensity of the light to create the 
perfect ambience. 

* Exclusive feature to AQ Range FKAS A80 BK **Voice control devices not included

Link your Wi-Fi camera and keep 
everything under control.

Browse the web to find the best 
recipes, listen to your favourite music, 
check on the weather or the news and 
get access to a world of online content

Enjoy your family moments on the wide 
screen and personalize your hood’s 
background.

Keep track of time! And manage
more than one timer at a time.

In addition to keeping you constantly 
informed on air quality, it also allows 
you to easily control the hood, having 
its numerous features at your fingertips.

Auto function
Save energy: the suction speed will 
automatically start at the right level for what 
you are cooking and it will work until the air 
quality reaches a satisfactory level.

Touch Display*

4948
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AQ Sense Monitor
£3870

AQ Sense Vertical
£1290

AQ Sense Ceiling
£1720

MARISMARISMYTHOS

See AQ Sense Range on YouTube - youtube.com/ukfranke

Cooker HoodsCooker Hoods



Lorem upsum dolor sit amet

Get to know the all-new angles of performance with 
Vertical Pro hoods.

Hoods
Wall

Our Maris and Mythos families welcome an even more premium range. Meet the new 
Vertical Pro high-performance hood range featuring more power, wider shapes, and 
better cleaning solutions. Thanks to the Sound-Pro blower, a new, one-of-a-kind filter 
and wider dimensions it is now quick and easy to access the inner parts of the hood. 
The new design of the hood’s body allows a more powerful suction of cooking fumes, 
an easier cleaning and a brighter cooking area. Discover the Vertical Pro features:

The hood’s structure integrates perfectly with your kitchen’ splashback

Great sturdiness

Better illumination on the hob

Easier access for cleaning and maintenance

Larger filter size for a more powerful vapour suction

The exclusive premium range of our Mythos segment, available in the 90 cm size, now proudly offers LED bars able to 
brighten the whole induction hob; the Tunable White with dimmer function; the double intensive-aspiration producing a 
mere 56 DB at maximum speed, and the high-performance filter is included. Will you choose to go for the best-in-class 
A+++ Energy Rated Mythos Perimetral Pro or the stylish Mythos Pro, available in its exclusive matt black and stainless 
steel stripes?

Mythos Pro
and Pro Perimetral

The functional and durable Mythos range is available in both 80 or 90cm sizes, features 2 LED dimmable spotlight to brighten 
your whole induction hob and the Charcoal Filter (pg 304)s come as standard. Both are A+ energy-rated and are easy on 
the ears too, producing only 56 DB at maximum speed. Will your kitchen display an elegant Maris Pro with its intuitive digit 
interface or the exclusive enamelled Matt Black panel of the Maris Matt Pro?

Maris Matt Pro and Pro 

Control it with the Franke@Home App

5150
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Maris Pro
From £999

Maris Matt Pro
From £880

Mythos Pro
From £1100

Mythos Perimetral Pro
£1200

MYTHOS MYTHOS

MARISMARIS

See Vertical Pro  Range on YouTube - youtube.com/ukfranke

Wall HoodsWall Hoods



 

Powerful, beautiful organisation. 

T-Shelf
Mythos The purpose of design is to blend functionality and beauty, our Mythos T-Shelf island 

hood makes this aim its own. Industrial-styled lines meet smoky glass shelves, 
combining rigour and lightness in the look with a perfect 360° use of the hood, thanks 
to the symmetrical position of the user interface and lights.  

LED Light bars Intensive Speed 

Smoky glass 
shelves 

Create the perfect atmosphere with two LED 
light bar with dimmable function. 

Enjoy your living area thanks to the Sound Pro 
Blower. Silence at maximum performance.

Matt black grease filters perfectly matching
the hood design.

Customise and organise the space
in your kitchen. 

Integrated
style

Find the look that 
suits your kitchen.

5352
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Mythos T-Shelf
£2875

MYTHOS

See Mythos T-Shelf on YouTube - youtube.com/ukfranke

Island HoodIsland Hood



Hoods that give a clear unobstructed view and 
keep the air clean without taking up space which 
creates an open feel to a kitchen

Ceiling

You won’t notice the beautifully integrated hood 
on your ceiling, except when you need to extract 
cooking odours or if you want more light in the room.

The full light panel is tunable to 5 shades 
of white thanks to the Tunable White 
function, to make your kitchen match any 
mood and moment.

Control your hood with the Franke@Home 
App or with the included remote control.

Seamless & integrated

Create your environment At your service

Our Mythos Full Light is all you will need to see your kitchen under a new light. Its full light panel 
can immerse your entire environment into 5 different brightening hues, selectable with the 
complimentary remote control or via any of your smart devices and the Franke@Home app.

With a slim stainless-steel frame, the hood lets air flow freely in the environment but is also ready 
to make you forget any cooking odour within just a few moments, thanks to the functionality of 
the perimetral aspiration.

Control with the Franke@Home App

High-end premium stainless-steel and 
elegant white glass give a high-end look
to this ceiling hood and to your kitchen.

Premium quality

Mythos Full  Light
£1800

Ceiling HoodsCeiling Hoods

Mythos 2 Bars
This Mythos ceiling cooker hood comes in either premium 
stainless steel or white with an island installation. Alongside its 
3 speed settings, this product also features 2 additional boost 
settings so you can actively increase the airflow when needed. 
With an energy efficient Energy class A+ rating it also includes 
a remote control and the added bonus of operating your hood 
with either the Franke@Home App or Amazon Alexa.

Mythos 2 Bars
from £1650

Maris Ceiling

Mythos Full Light

Maris Ceiling
from £1399

Sitting flush to your ceiling for discreet and efficient extraction, 
perfect for open plan living. It includes a remote control and the 
added bonus of operating your hood with either the Franke@Home 
App or Amazon Alexa. Available in stainless steel or white.

MYTHOS

MARIS

MYTHOS

5554
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Appliances

For more information, please scan QR code
or visit www.franke.com

Multicooking 4 levels
Cook up to 4 dishes at the same time, 
thanks to the perfect heat distribution. 
Preparing pizzas, cakes or even a com-
plete menu from appetiser  to dessert 
has never been so simple and fast.

Smooth2Close System
The door of the Mythos oven closes 
softly, silently and precisely.

Telescopic Guides
Taking a hot baking tray from the oven 
is not easy, but the optional telescopic 
guides available for your Mythos oven 
are the answer! Customise your oven 
and add guides as an accessory on as 
many levels as you want.

Enjoy unforgettable cooking with our range of 
stunning high-performance appliances. 

Mythos Steam
from £1690

Mythos Pyrolytic
from £9300

Mythos Combi
from £1240

Mythos Warming Drawer
from £560

Maris Pyrolytic
£820

Maris
£695

Maris Combi
£1150

The refined glass Maris oven boasts functional solutions 
that integrate perfectly into your stylish kitchen.

MARIS MARIS MARIS

MYTHOS MYTHOS

MYTHOS

MYTHOS

See our Appliances range on YouTube - youtube.com/ukfranke
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For all technical specifications and functions please visit www.franke.comces. 

For more information, please scan QR code or visit www.franke.com



of taste
A statement

Let the aroma of freshly ground coffee beans help you start the morning right. With the Mythos Coffee Machine, 
craft your coffee exactly as you like, always to a barista’s standard. 

The optimal conditions usually guaranteed by an 
underground cellar are now akin of those our
Mythos Wine Cooler can provide, with the 
noticeable advantage of having up to 24 of your 
favourite bottles always at hand.

Mythos Coffee Machine
Stainless Steel
£2350

MYTHOS

Mythos Coffee Machine 
Accessory Drawer
Stainless Steel
£684

Mythos Wine Cooler 
Accessory Drawer
Stainless Steel
£684

Mythos Wine Cooler
Stainless Steel
£2300

MYTHOS

5958
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MYTHOS

MYTHOS

A Wine Cooler like no other

Cook like a pro 
with our hobs

With cutting-edge technology and elegant design, Franke’s 
range of gas or induction hobs elevate the style of any kitchen.

Mythos Gas Hob
Available in both finishes 
from £650

MYTHOS

Mythos Gas Hob
Available in both finishes 
from £850

MYTHOS

Inox

Black

Maris Gas on Metal
Black £715

MARISMaris Gas on Metal
Black £615

MARIS

Maris Induction
Black £560

MARIS Maris Induction
Black £610

MARIS

Mythos Induction
Black £1215

Mythos Induction
Black £1315

MYTHOS MYTHOS

For more information, please scan 
QR code or visit www.franke.com



For details on our warranties visit 
www.franke.com 

To reach our after care team  
call 0161 436 6280 
or email 

For spare parts call 01782 599 258
or visit central-servicesuk.co.uk

At Franke, we design and manufacture  
all our products to work exceptionally well 
and last for many, many years to come. 

And to help keep it that way, our expert team are always on hand to service and 
repair your boiling water taps, waste disposal units and cooker hoods, both in or out 
of warranty.

Offering UK-wide coverage, our technicians can visit any location at your 
convenience; doing whatever is needed to get things up and running again as 
soon as they can. 

What’s more, our Manchester-based consumer care team can provide further 
After Care service, with spare parts available from our Central Services website.

Guaranteed peace of mind
We’re so confident in the quality of our products, that every Franke sink is 
guaranteed for 50 years, while our waste disposal units are covered for 10 years 
– more than any other brand. 

In addition, all our sinks are fully compliant with BS EN 13310 and all our 
manufacturing processes are ISO9001 certified.

Franke taps are guaranteed for 1 year on the finish (5 years for Stainless Steel taps) 
and 5 years on valve mechanisms and working parts. The guarantee on filtered 
and instant boiling water taps is shown on the relevant  page.

Franke Appliances & Hoods are guaranteed for 2 years. The guarantee covers the 
cost of parts and labour in the event of a breakdown, caused by mechanical or 
electrical failure of the appliance.

Service and support -  
we’re here to help.

6160
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From details of latest products to inspiration 
for	your	home,	make	sure	you’re	following	
Franke	across	all	our	social	channels.

At	Franke,	we’re	constantly	thinking	of	exciting	ways	in	which	we	can	make	our	 
range	even	better,	by	developing	new	products	introducing	fresh	ideas	and	
initiatives	for	the	benefit	of	our	customers	and	the	wider	world.

So,	to	stay	ahead	and	in	the	know	about	the	very	latest	news,	innovations	and	
inspiration, make sure you’re following Franke across all our social media 
platforms	and	regularly	check	the	Franke	Home	Solutions	website.

To discover our full product range, go to  
www.franke.com,	where	you	can	also	
check	out	our	latest	Case	Studies	and	Blog	
posts.

facebook.com/FrankeHomeSolutionsUK

instagram.com/franke_uk

twitter.com/FrankeUK

youtube.com/UKFranke

pinterest.com/FrankeUK

www.franke.com         

Follow Franke for innovation,  
                    inspiration and more



Franke UK Limited 
West Park, MIOC 
Styal Road 
Manchester 
M22 5WB 
Phone +44 (0)161 436 6280 
Fax +44 (0)161 436 2180 
ks-info.gb@franke.com 
www.franke.com
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